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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and system for integrating Java and JavaScript 
technologies is provided. An example system includes a Java 
Script proxy generator and a runtime module. The JavaScript 
proxy generator may be configured to automatically generate 
a JavaScript proxy in a form of a Java application program 
ming interface. The runtime module may be configured to call 
the JavaScript proxy from the Java module, pass control of 
execution to the JavaScript module, execute the JavaScript 
module to generate an output method or object, and pass 
control of execution to the Java module to continue execution 
of the Java module. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR INTEGRATING 
UAVA AND UAVASCRIPTTECHNOLOGIES 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. This application relates to the technical fields of 
Software and/or hardware technology and, in one example 
embodiment, to system and method for integrating JavaTM 
and JavaScriptTM technologies. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 JavaScriptTM is a scripting language that is used for 
client-side web development. Despite its name, and while 
designed to look like JavaTM, JavaScriptTM is unrelated to the 
JavaTM programming language. Rather, JavaScriptTM is a 
dynamic, weakly typed, prototype-based language intended 
to be easier for non-programmers to work with. “JavaS 
criptTM and “JavaTM” are trademarks of Sun Microsystems. 
0003 For a while now, JavaScriptTM has been a de facto 
client-side scripting language for web pages. With the adop 
tion of Web-2.0 for supporting rich client experience without 
sacrificing the easy accessibility of web application over 
WAN, the JavaScriptTM programming in connection with cas 
cading style sheets (CSS) and Markup language has become 
a focal point of many web-technology efforts. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0004 Embodiments of the present invention are illus 
trated by way of example and not limitation in the figures of 
the accompanying drawings, in which like reference numbers 
indicate similar elements and in which: 
0005 FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a net 
work environment within which an example method and sys 
tem may be implemented; 
0006 FIG. 2 is block diagram of a system for integrating 
Java and JavaScript technologies, in accordance with one 
example embodiment; 
0007 FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a method for integrating 
Java and JavaScript technologies, in accordance with an 
example embodiment; 
0008 FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a Java module 
launching the execution of a JavaScript module, in accor 
dance with an example embodiment; 
0009 FIGS. 5-9 illustrate different JavaScript proxies and 
their respective corresponding JavaScript modules; and 
0010 FIG. 10 is a diagrammatic representation of an 
example machine in the form of a computer system within 
which a set of instructions, for causing the machine to per 
formany one or more of the methodologies discussed herein, 
may be executed. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0011. A method and system for integrating Java and Java 
Script technologies are described. In the following descrip 
tion, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details 
are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of 
an embodiment of the present invention. It will be evident, 
however, to one skilled in the art that the present invention 
may be practiced without these specific details. The method 
and system described herein may be utilized advantageously 
in the context of a unified presentation framework that pro 
vides active Scripting environment for computing applica 
tions, such as, e.g., web applications. 
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0012. A JavaScript engine may be provided with a devel 
oper's platform (e.g., Eclipse) to accommodate run time and 
authoring of applications in Java on the server side. Java and 
JavaScript are distinct programming languages that are both 
used in developing web applications. The difference between 
these two languages may be viewed as a barrier by those 
developers that are versed in one of these languages but not 
another. A method and system are provided to make this 
language barrier disappear by unifying them under the Java 
language such that Java code can reference JavaScript and 
Vice versa. In one embodiment, the method and system may 
be implemented as an enhanced JavaScript engine for use 
with an integrated developer's environment (IDE) that per 
mits authoring and debugging seamless Java/JavaScript code. 
0013. In one example embodiment, a JavaScript engine 
may be configured to cooperate with a build process oran IDE 
to generate automatically a typed Java application program 
ming interface (API) for each authored JavaScript module. 
While JavaScript proxies are automatically generated for 
JavaScript modules created in an environment associated 
with an enhanced IDE, an external build system may be 
configured to also generate JavaScript proxies for all JavaS 
cript types from an existing JavaScript library. A typed Java 
API generated for a JavaScript module may be termed a 
JavaScript proxy. A JavaScript proxy may be called from a 
Java module and may return a typed output. While a JavaS 
cript proxy is automatically generated for JavaScript modules 
created in an environment associated with the enhanced Java 
Script engine, the enhanced JavaScript engine may be con 
figured to also generate a JavaScript proxy for a JavaScript 
module from an existing JavaScript library. In one example 
embodiment, when a third party JavaScript module is 
encountered, the enhanced JavaScript engine may first anno 
tate the third party JavaScript module to create a definition for 
the third party JavaScript module, and then use the definition 
to generate a JavaScript proxy for the annotated third party 
JavaScript module. 
0014. As a JavaScript proxy may be implemented as a Java 
API, it can be called from a Java module during the execution 
of the Java module as any other Java API. The associated 
JavaScript is executed to create any object or method accord 
ing to the JavaScript. It will be noted, that in this scenario the 
JavaScript is being executed on the server and may be run in 
a debug mode so that any debug statement in the JavaScript 
module can be viewed at the source of truth (i.e., at a location 
of a particular instruction in the JavaScript module that is 
being executed in a manner similar to an execution of a Java 
class). 
0015. An example method and system may be imple 
mented in the context of a network environment 100 illus 
trated in FIG. 1. 

0016. As shown in FIG. 1, the network environment 100 
may include client systems 110 and 120 and a server system 
140. The server system 140, in one example embodiment, 
may host an integrated developer's environment (IDE) 142. 
The client systems 110 and 120 may run respective browser 
applications 112 and 122 and may have access to the server 
system 140 via a communications network 130. The commu 
nications network 130 may be a public network (e.g., the 
Internet, a wireless network, etc.) or a private network (e.g., a 
local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN). Intra 
net, etc.). The browser application 112 is shown as including 
a browser plug-in termed a “Java application in browser' or 
JAB plug-in 114. The JAB plug-in 114, in one example 
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embodiment, facilitates running Java modules and a Java 
based enhanced JavaScript engine inside the browser appli 
cation 112, Java modules and a Java-based enhanced JavaS 
cript engine to control the browser application 112 and to 
interact with the browser application 112. 
0017. The integrated developer's environment (IDE) 142, 
in one example embodiment, is equipped with an enhanced 
JavaScript engine 144. The enhanced JavaScript engine 144 
may be Java-based and may be configured to facilitate inte 
gration of Java and JavaScript. The Java-based JavaScript 
engine 144, in one example embodiment, enables both Java 
and JavaScript modules to be executed and to interact with 
each other seamlessly inside a server-side Java application. 
An example system that may be provided as part of the IDE 
142 is illustrated in FIG. 2. 
0018 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a system 200 for inte 
grating Java and JavaScript technologies, in accordance with 
one example embodiment. As shown in FIG. 2, the system 
200 includes a scripting engine 204, a source JavaScript 
detector 202, and a JavaScript proxy generator 206. The 
Scripting engine 204 is configured to facilitate authoring of 
JavaScript modules and may include custom Java type loader 
and pluggable Java/JavaScript type converters. The Source 
JavaScript detector 202 is configured to detect a newly 
authored JavaScript module and to provide an indication of 
the newly authored JavaScript module to the JavaScript proxy 
generator 206. The JavaScript proxy generator 206 may be 
configured to generate automatically a JavaScript proxy asso 
ciated with the newly authored JavaScript module to permit 
accessing the associated JavaScript module from a Java mod 
ule. 
0019. The JavaScript proxy generator 206 may be config 
ured to generate automatically a JavaScript proxy for a third 
party JavaScript module. In one embodiment, the JavaScript 
proxy generator 206 includes a JavaScript annotation module 
208. The JavaScript annotation module 208 may be config 
ured to annotate the third party JavaScript module in order to 
create a definition for the third party JavaScript module, and 
then use the definition to generate a JavaScript proxy for the 
annotated third party JavaScript module. 
0020. The system 200 may further include a runtime mod 
ule 210 configured to call a JavaScript proxy associated with 
a JavaScript module from a Java module and, responsive to 
the calling, pass control to the JavaScript module. The runt 
ime module 210, in one embodiment is implemented as an 
executable in a JavaScript engine that provides Java-like 
object oriented type Support, dynamic type loading, and 
ordered static type initialization. The runtime module 210 
may then execute the JavaScript module and pass control to 
the Java module in order to continue execution of the Java 
module. A debugger 212 may also be provided with the sys 
tem 200. The debugger 212 may be implemented as an inte 
grated debugger for both Java and JavaScript modules to 
debug Java modules, as well as JavaScript modules accessed 
via the JavaScript proxy. Also shown in FIG. 2 is a Java to 
JavaScript translation module 214 configured to translate 
content of Java modules into JavaScript statements. An 
example method for integrating Java and JavaScript technolo 
gies can be described with reference to FIG. 3. 
0021 FIG.3 is a flow chart of a method 300 for integrating 
Java and JavaScript technologies, according to one example 
embodiment. The method 300 may be performed by process 
ing logic that may comprise hardware (e.g., dedicated logic, 
programmable logic, microcode, etc.), Software (such as run 
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on a general purpose computer system or a dedicated 
machine), or a combination of both. In one example embodi 
ment, the processing logic resides at the server system 140 of 
FIG. 1 and, specifically, at the system 200 for integrating Java 
and JavaScript technologies shown in FIG. 2. 
0022. As shown in FIG. 3, the method 300 commences at 
operation 310, when the source JavaScript detector 202 of 
FIG. 2 detects a JavaScript module. At operation 320, the 
JavaScript proxy generator 206 of FIG. 2 automatically gen 
erates a JavaScript proxy corresponding to the JavaScript 
module. The generated JavaScript proxy may correspond, 
e.g., to a JavaScript object literal, to a JavaScript native array, 
to a native JavaScript function, to a JavaScript function cre 
ated in a proprietary JavaScript-based language, or to a 
browser data object model (DOM). Examples of JavaScript 
proxies that correspond to various types of JavaScript mod 
ules are illustrated below in FIGS. 5-9. 
0023 Returning to FIG.3, execution of a Java module that 
includes a call to a JavaScript proxy commences at operation 
330. At operation 340, the runtime module 210 of FIG. 2 
detects a call to the JavaScript proxy. The execution control is 
then passed to the JavaScript module that corresponds to the 
JavaScript proxy, at operation 350. After the instructions 
present in the JavaScript module are executed, the execution 
control is returned to Java module, at operation 360. A sche 
matic diagram 400 of a Java module launching the execution 
of a JavaScript module (that may be viewed as corresponding 
to operations 340 and 350 is shown in FIG. 4. 
0024. As shown in FIG. 4, a Java module A (block 402) 
includes a call to a JavaScript proxy B. During the execution 
of the Java module A, when a call to the JavaScript proxy B is 
encountered, the execution control is passed to the JavaScript 
module B (block 404). The JavaScript module B is shown as 
including a call to a Java module C (block 406). When a call 
to the Java module C is encountered, the execution control is 
passed to the JavaScript module B. Upon completion of the 
execution of instructions present in the Java module C, the 
execution control is returned to the Java module A (block 
402). 
(0025 FIGS. 5-9 illustrate different JavaScript proxies and 
their respective corresponding JavaScript modules. In FIG. 5, 
the JavaScript proxy corresponding to a JavaScript object 
literal is shown in area 502, while the JavaScript object literal 
is shown in area 504. In FIG. 6, the JavaScript proxy corre 
sponding to a JavaScript native array is shown in area 602, 
while the JavaScript native array is shown in area 604. In FIG. 
7, the JavaScript proxy corresponding to a JavaScript native 
function is shown in area 702, while the JavaScript native 
function is shown in area 704. In FIG. 8, the JavaScript proxy 
corresponding to a JavaScript browser DOM function is 
shown in area 802, while the JavaScript browser DOM func 
tion is shown in area 804. In FIG.9, a Java API corresponding 
to a JavaScript to a JavaScript function created in a propri 
etary JavaScript-based language is shown in area 902, while 
the JavaScript to a JavaScript function created in a proprietary 
JavaScript-based language is shown in area 904. 
0026. An example system for integrating Java and JavaS 
cript technologies has been termed VJET. VJET blurs the 
language boundary between JavaScript and Java Such that 
developers can code JavaScript using Java, JavaScript, or a 
combination of both, with complete interoperability. 
Described below are example modules that can be provided 
as part of VJET. 
VJET Language Specification 
0027. To support the best of Java language features for 
JavaScript. VJET uses structural and comment/annotation 
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based type definition for bring in Java language concept to 
JavaScript, such as the concepts listed below. 

0028 package, imports 
0029 class, interface, enum, abstract class, inner and 
anonymous class 

0030) extends and implements 
0031 generics 
0032 static and instance 
0033 formal constructors, properties and methods 
0034 static initialization 
0035) super and override 
0036 overloaded constructors and methods 
0037 modifiers: public, protected, private, final 

VJET Type System 

0038 VJET type system includes various modules listed 
below. 

0039 VJET Parser handles VJET structural definition and 
VJET comment syntax, on top of JavaScript syntax. 
0040 VJET Abstract Syntax Tree (JST), analogous to Java 
AST, represents Java-like types and semantics in addition to 
JavaScript language constructs. 
0041 VJETType Space Management supports the follow 
ing example features. 

0042 indexed type, hierarchy, reference and dependent 
search 

0043 update, refactoring 
0044) syntactic and semantic validation 
0045 tool integration 

0046) VJET Type Meta supports “reflection” for runtime 
typing which can be used for object serialization. 

VJET JavaScript Runtime Library 

0047 VJET runtime bootstrap can be loaded in any stan 
dard JavaScript engine to enable VJET typed JavaScript. 
Some example features of the VJET JavaScript runtime 
library are listed below. 

0048 analogous to Java ClassLoader for finding, load 
ing and resolving JavaScript types 

0049 supports dynamic type loading 
0050 manages type resolution and initialization order 
based on type dependencies (including circular depen 
dency) 

VJET Java to JavaScript Translation Service 
0051 Java to JavaScript—a full language translation 
0052 Supports most Java language features and object 
modeling semantics 

0053 syntactical and structural resemblance 
0054 semantic equivalence 
0055 provides extension for custom translation 

VJET JavaScript to Java-API Translation Service 

0056 VJET JavaScript to Java-API, in one embodiment, 
enables existing JavaScript to be accessed from Java natu 
rally. 

0057 produces Java API (NativeJsProxy) from VJET 
types authored in JavaScript 
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0.058 exposes functional programming features to Java 
API, where function and type reference become first 
level programming constructs 

VJET JavaScript Library Integration 

0059 VJET JavaScript Library integration provides Sup 
port external type definition to integrate third-party non 
VJET JavaScript library. 

0060 
0061 VJET typing annotation provides non-intrusive 
way to integrate non-VJET JavaScript libraries 

0062 
cript 

0063 typed API becomes available for both JavaScript 
and Java 

external JavaScript Libraries are easily integrated 

no modifications needed for non-VJET JavaS 

VJET Core Java Library 

0064 VJET core Java library is set of Java API for access 
ing JavaScript types and functions from Java language. Such 
as JS global functions, JS native types (e.g., array, object 
literal, function), browser, DOM and convenient DOM opera 
tions, and functional programming extension. The functional 
programming extension may support the following features. 

0065 function reference 
(0.066 type reference 
0067 hitch (function scope closure) 
0068 curry (function arguments closure) 

VJET JavaScript Library for JDK Types 

0069 All commonly used Java data types in JDK (Java 
Development Kit) have been made available in JavaScript by 
VJET via its Java-to-JavaScript translation. 

VJET Enhanced JavaScript Engine 

0070 An enhanced execution environment to run and 
debug authored Java and JavaScript code in their native lan 
guage form is provided. The custom Java type loader and 
pluggable Java/JavaScript type converters provided with 
VJET automatically bridge types and instances from two 
different languages. VJET enhanced scripting service Sup 
ports interoperability between Java and JavaScript, and blurs 
the boundary between the Java and JavaScript languages. In 
Active Programming mode, Java types are loaded and 
executed in their authored forms (Java or JavaScript), while 
naturally interacting with other JavaScript types and objects. 
Under Active Programming mode, native JavaScript types 
can live in the Java space via proxies, and Java objects can live 
in the script space, with object identity preserved across lan 
guage boundaries. 

VJET Enhanced Unit Testing Framework 
0071. The interoperability of Java and JavaScript using 
VJET enables a seamless integration of Java Junit testing 
framework for JavaScript testing. 

VJET Integrated Debugger 

0072 VJET integrated debugger is a fully unified debug 
ger for both Java and JavaScript language. It provides seam 
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less debugging across language boundary and permits devel 
opers to step in/out Java/JavaScript naturally in the same 
debugger session. 

VJET Validation Module 

0073 Compiler-liked service to perform semantic valida 
tion for JavaScript files based on type-space and all enabled 
semantic validation rules. 

VJET Aggregation Module 
0074 VJET Aggregation Module provides utility func 
tions to produce aggregated JavaScript from those individual 
JavaScript definitions based on their type dependencies, with 
out manual intervention. 

VJET Integrated IDE 
0075. As most advanced Java IDEs, VJET IDE supports 
complete development environment for authoring, running, 
and debugging VJET JavaScript (authored in either Java or 
JavaScript language). 
0076 Java-to-JavaScript and JavaScript-to-Java-API 
translation services can be utilized beneficially to integrate 
with IDE to perform auto translation when source-of-truth 
was modified and saved, to integrate with build script to 
perform translation based on configuration control, and to 
perform on-the-fly translation in debug mode when the 
Source code has been modified. 
0077. Third-party non-VJET library integration may be 
performed as separate step. For example, coded separate 
abstract V.JET types may be coded to represent external types 
based their documentation or metadata definition. This step 
may be automated via, e.g., code generation tools if there is 
standard metadata definition, such as XML definition. 
0078 Via JavaNativeProxy, normal server-side applica 
tion could also leverage existing client-side logic (written in 
JavaScript) in order to perform server-side logic. 
0079. In a traditional client-side JavaScript engine (such 
ase.g., a JavaScript engine that may reside in a browser), only 
JavaScript form will be presented, and Java code will be 
executed in its translated JavaScript form. In VJET extended 
JavaScript engine, a user may choose to run all code in Java 
Script form (e.g., translated code from Java) or in the authored 
form (e.g., Java or JavaScript). 
0080 Below are some example Java modules that may be 
utilized in a system for integrating Java and JavaScript tech 
nologies. 
0081 Examples 1 and 2 below include Java code for Cre 
ating Java API from JavaScript. Example 1 shows a type 
definition for a Java API corresponding to a JavaScript mod 
ule. Example 2 illustrates code generation of a Java native 
proxy from a JavaScript module, resulting in a JavaScript 
native proxy. 

EXAMPLE1 

0082 

vio.ctype(avaone.JavaScript.AJavaScriptType’) 
protos({ 

m index: 0, f-int 
f/public void constructs(int) 
constructs: function(index) { 
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-continued 

this.m index = index; 
}, 
f/public void doit() 
doit: function() { 

alert(this.m index): 

}) 
..props({ 

S counter: 0, sint 
f/public void update(boolean) 
update: function(increament) { 

alert(increment 2 this.S counter---- 
this.S counter--); 

}) 
.endType(); 

EXAMPLE 2 

0083 

public class AJavaScriptType extends NativeJavaScriptProxy { 
public AJavaScriptType(int index) { 

Super(index): 

public static void update(boolean increament) { 
callStatic(increament); 

public void doit() { 
call(); 

public static final Native JavaScriptTypeRef-AJavaScriptType 
prototype 

= NativeJavaScriptTypeRef get(AJavaScriptType.class); 
public static final 

INative JavaScriptFuncProxy-Native JavaScriptType 
Ref-AJavaScriptType-> 

update = NativeJavaScriptFuncProxy.create(prototype, “update'); 
public final INativeJavaScriptFuncProxy-AJavaScriptType doit 
= NativeJavaScriptFuncProxy.create(this, “doit); 

I0084 Examples 3 and 4 below illustrate extension tech 
niques for functional programming that integrate JavaScript 
modules and Java modules. 

EXAMPLE 3 

0085 

package javaOne.func; 
import.javaone. JavaScript. AJavaScriptType: 
public class FunctionalP { 

public static void foo() { 
AJavaScriptType a = new AJavaScriptType(101): 
a.doit(); 
a.doit.call(a): 
a.doit.apply (new AJavaScriptType(202), null); 
AJavaScriptType.update(true); 
AJavaScriptType.update.call(AJavaScriptType.prototype, 

false); 
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EXAMPLE 4 

0086 

vio.ctype(javaone.func.FunctionalP) -< public 
needs(javaone.JavaScript.AJavaScriptType’) 
props({ 

if public void foo() 
foo::function(){ 
vara=new this.vjS.AJavaScriptType(101); 
a.doit(); 
a.doit.call(a): 
a.doit.apply (new this.v.S.AJavaScriptType(202).null); 
this.v.S.AJavaScriptType.update(true); 
this.v.S.AJavaScriptType.update.call (this.v.S.AJavaScriptType, false); 

}) 
.endType(); 

0087. Examples 5 and 6 below illustrate accessing native 
JavaScript functions. 

EXAMPLE 5 

0088 

package javaOne.func; 
import.javaone. JavaScript.AJavaScriptType: 
import comebay.dsf.clap.api.util. DAP: 
public class JavaScriptGlobal { 

public static String foo(String txt) { 
Sting rtil : 

(String).JavaScript..eval (JavaScript.escape(txt)); 
return JavaScript.encodeURI(rtn); 

public static void defer(String JavaScript) { 
win ().setTimeOut(JavaScript, 100); 
int id = win ().setInterval (AJavaScriptType.update, 10); 
win ().clearInterval (id); 

EXAMPLE 6 

0089 

vio.ctype(javaone.func.JavaScriptGlobal) -< public 
.needs(javaone. JavaScript.AJavaScriptType) 
..props({ 

// > public String foo(String txt) 
foo:function(txt){ 

war rtn=eval (escape(txt)); 
return encodeURI(rtn); 

}, 
// > public void defer(String JavaScript) 
defer:function(JavaScript){ 

window.setTimeOut(JavaScript,100); 
var id=window.setInterval (this.v.S.AJavaScriptType.update, 10); 
window.clearInterval (id); 

}) 
.endType(); 

0090. Examples 7 and 8 below illustrate accessing a 
browser document object model (DOM). 
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EXAMPLE 7 

0091 

package javaOne.dom; 
import comebay.dsf.clap.api. util. DAP: 
import comebay.dsf.JavaScriptinative.HtmlEutton; 
import comebay.dsf.JavaScriptinative.HtmlSpan; 
import comebay.dsf.JavaScriptinative.Node: 
import comebay.dsf.JavaScriptinative...events. MouseRvent; 
public class DomP { 

public static boolean myOnclick(MouseBvent e) { 
HtmlEutton b = (HtmlEutton)e.getTarget(); 
b.blur(); 
HtmlSpan span = DAP..docx.span(); 
span.setClassName(“warn'); 
span.setInner HTML(“<b>Hi-/b>''); 
Node msg.Area : 

DAP..doc().getBlementById(“message:Area'); 
msgArea.getParentNode().insertBefore(span, msgArea); 
return true: 

EXAMPLE 8 

0092 

vio.ctype(javaone.dom. DomP) -< public 
props({ 

if public boolean myOnclick(MouseRvente) 
myOnclick:function(e) { 

war b=e.target || window.event.SrcElement; 
b.blur(); 
war span=document.createElement(span); 
span.className="warn: 
span.inner HTML="<b>Hi-/b>'': 
war msgArea=document.getBlementById(“message Area); 
msg.Area.parentNode.insertBefore(span, msgArea); 
return true: 

0093. The Java code examples reproduced above may be 
run and debugged in their current form utilizing the enhanced 
JavaScript engine in an IDE. The Java code reproduced above 
can interact with native JavaScript objects seamlessly. Those 
Java objects can be created and accessed by either JavaScript 
code or Java code. 
0094. The techniques described herein, in some embodi 
ments, may be used advantageously to provide strongly 
typed API for accessing native JavaScript objects and func 
tions, as well as execution and debugging environment to run 
Java code and JavaScript code with a blurred language bound 
ary. 
0.095 FIG. 10 shows a diagrammatic representation of a 
machine in the example form of a computer system 1000 
within which a set of instructions, for causing the machine to 
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed 
herein, may be executed. In alternative embodiments, the 
machine operates as a stand-alone device or may be con 
nected (e.g., networked) to other machines. In a networked 
deployment, the machine may operate in the capacity of a 
server or a client machine in a server-client network environ 
ment, or as a peer machine in a peer-to-peer (or distributed) 
network environment. The machine may be a personal com 
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puter (PC), a tablet PC, a set-top box (STB), a Personal 
Digital Assistant (PDA), a cellular telephone, a web appli 
ance, a network router, Switch or bridge, or any machine 
capable of executing a set of instructions (sequential or oth 
erwise) that specify actions to be taken by that machine. 
Further, while only a single machine is illustrated, the term 
“machine' shall also be taken to include any collection of 
machines that individually or jointly execute a set (or multiple 
sets) of instructions to perform any one or more of the meth 
odologies discussed herein. 
0096. The example computer system 1000 includes a pro 
cessor 1002 (e.g., a central processing unit (CPU), a graphics 
processing unit (GPU) or both), a main memory 1004 and a 
static memory 1006, which communicate with each other via 
a bus 1008. The computer system 1000 may further include a 
video display unit 1010 (e.g., a liquid crystal display (LCD) 
or a cathode ray tube (CRT)). The computer system 1000 also 
includes an alpha-numeric input device 1012 (e.g., a key 
board), a user interface (UI) navigation device 1014 (e.g., a 
cursor control device), a disk drive unit 1016, a signal gen 
eration device 1018 (e.g., a speaker) and a network interface 
device 1020. 

0097. The disk drive unit 1016 includes a machine-read 
able medium 1022 on which is stored one or more sets of 
instructions and data structures (e.g., software 1024) 
embodying or utilized by any one or more of the methodolo 
gies or functions described herein. The software 1024 may 
also reside, completely or at least partially, within the main 
memory 1004 and/or within the processor 1002 during execu 
tion thereof by the computer system 1000, with the main 
memory 1004 and the processor 1002 also constituting 
machine-readable media. 
0098. The software 1024 may further be transmitted or 
received over a network 1026 via the network interface device 
1020 utilizing any one of a number of well-known transfer 
protocols (e.g., HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)). 
0099 While the machine-readable medium 1022 is shown 
in an example embodiment to be a single medium, the term 
“machine-readable medium’ should be taken to include a 
single medium or multiple media (e.g., a centralized or dis 
tributed database, and/or associated caches and servers) that 
store the one or more sets of instructions. The term “machine 
readable medium’ shall also be taken to include any medium 
that is capable of storing and encoding a set of instructions for 
execution by the machine and that cause the machine to 
perform any one or more of the methodologies of embodi 
ments of the present invention, or that is capable of storing 
and encoding data structures utilized by or associated with 
such a set of instructions. The term “machine-readable 
medium’ shall accordingly be taken to include, but not be 
limited to, Solid-state memories, optical and magnetic media. 
Such media may also include, without limitation, hard disks, 
floppy disks, flash memory cards, digital video disks, random 
access memory (RAMs), read only memory (ROMs), and the 
like. 
0100. The embodiments described herein may be imple 
mented in an operating environment comprising Software 
installed on a computer, in hardware, or in a combination of 
software and hardware. 
0101 Thus, a method and system for integrating Java and 
JavaScript technologies has been described. Although 
embodiments have been described with reference to specific 
example embodiments, it will be evident that various modi 
fications and changes may be made to these embodiments 
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without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the 
inventive Subject matter. Accordingly, the specification and 
drawings are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented system comprising: 
a JavaScript proxy generator to automatically generate a 

JavaScript proxy in a form of a Java application pro 
gramming interface (API), the JavaScript proxy associ 
ated with a JavaScript module; and 

a runtime module to: 
call the JavaScript proxy from the Java module: 
responsive to the calling, pass control of execution to the 

JavaScript module: 
execute the JavaScript module to generate an output 
method or object; and 

pass control of execution to the Java module to continue 
execution of the Java module. 

2. The system of claim 1, comprising a scripting engine to 
facilitate authoring of the JavaScript proxy. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the JavaScript proxy 
generator comprises a JavaScript annotation module to create 
a definition for the JavaScript module, the scripting engine to 
generate the JavaScript proxy using the definition. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein, the JavaScript proxy is 
associated with a typed output. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the JavaScript proxy is to 
access an object literal. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the JavaScript proxy is to 
access a JavaScript native array 

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the JavaScript proxy is to 
access a native JavaScript function. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the JavaScript proxy is to 
access a browser document object model (DOM). 

9. The system of claim 1, comprising a debugger to debug 
the JavaScript module accessed via the JavaScript proxy. 

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the system is integrated 
with an Integrated Developer's Environment (IDE). 

11. A computer-implemented method comprising: 
using one or more processors to perform operations of: 
automatically generating a JavaScript proxy associated 

with a JavaScript module, the JavaScript proxy imple 
mented as a Java API: 

calling the JavaScript proxy from a Java module; 
responsive to the calling, passing control of execution to 

the JavaScript module: 
executing the JavaScript module to generate an output 

method or object; and 
passing control of execution to the Java module to continue 

execution of the Java module. 
12. The method of claim 11, wherein the generating of the 

JavaScript proxy is associated with authoring of the JavaS 
cript module. 

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the generating of the 
JavaScript proxy comprises: 

creating a definition for the JavaScript module; and 
using the definition for the generating of the JavaScript 

proxy. 
14. The method of claim 11, wherein the JavaScript proxy 

is associated with a typed output. 
15. The method of claim 11, wherein the JavaScript proxy 

is to access an object literal. 
16. The method of claim 11, wherein the JavaScript proxy 

is to access a JavaScript native array. 
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17. The method of claim 11, wherein the JavaScript proxy 
is to access a native JavaScript function. 

18. The method of claim 11, wherein the JavaScript proxy 
is to access a browser document object model (DOM). 

19. The method of claim 11, wherein the executing of the 
JavaScript is performed in a debugging environment. 

20. A machine-readable medium having instruction data to 
cause a machine to: 

automatically generate a JavaScript proxy in a form of a 
Java application programming interface (API), the Java 
Script proxy associated with a JavaScript module: 
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call the JavaScript proxy from the Java module: 
responsive to the calling, pass control of execution to the 

JavaScript module: 
execute the JavaScript module to generate an output 

method or object; and 
pass control of execution to the Java module to continue 

execution of the Java module. 

c c c c c 


